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Abstract 
Let M be a smooth oriented closed 4-manifold. Suppose that a finite group G acts 
smoothly on M. Let P : E + M be an W(2)-vector bundle over M with a smooth G-action 
such that P is a G-map. In this paper we would like to study the existence of a G-invariant 
metric for the smooth G-moduli space of anti-self-dual connections of E except the 
reducible singularities when the instanton number of k of E is large enough. 
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1. 
In [7], when the manifold M has a positive definite intersection form, Fintushell 
and Stern showed that there exists a Baire set in the G-invariant metrics on A4 
such that the moduli space A’ *G of G-invariant irreducible self-dual connections 
is a manifold. In 131, by using the G-transversality argument of Petrie, we identify 
cohomology obstructions to globally perturbing the full moduli space .A? * of 
irreducible self-dual connections to a G-manifold when G = Z/2 and the fixed 
point set of the G-action on M is a nonempty collection of isolated points and 
Riemann surfaces. In [2] there are generic metrics on M such that the moduli 
space M is smooth in a G-neighbourhood of the fixed point set MC for 
G = Z/2”, for a Baire set of invariant metrics on M. In [91, Hambleton and Lee 
showed that when G is a finite group, the G equivariant moduli space A? * has a 
Whitney stratification with invariant subspaces J%$, G’ c G, as its strata, by 
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perturbing the self-dual equations and [l] Bierstone’s general position argument of 
equivariant maps in finite dimensional manifolds. In [4,11] when the group G is a 
cyclic group Z/n there are the relations between the invariant moduli space JG 
on a G-bundle E + M and the moduli space .&” on the quotient bundle E’ + M’. 
Cho and Wang showed that the polynomial invariant qG which is defined by 
regarding the invariant moduli space MC and the polynomial invariant q’ which is 
defined by the moduli space &?’ are essentially identical up to the constant nd’ 
where d’ = idim A’. 
2. 
In this paper we assume that M is a smooth, simply connected, oriented, closed 
4-manifold and that a finite group G acts smoothly on M. Let P : E + M be an 
SU(2)-vector bundle with a smooth G-action such that the projection p is an 
equivariant map. Let k = c,(E) be the instanton number of bundle E. In this 
paper we would like to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. Zf k z+- 0 is large enough, then there is a Baire set in G-invariant 
metrics on M such that for each metric in the set the moduli space A% of anti-self-dual 
connections on E is a smooth G-manifold except the reducible singularities. 
We would like to sketch the proof according to the following steps. 
3. 
As in [S] we consider a parameter space C = ck(GL(TM)) of ck-class bundle 
automorphisms of the tangent bundle TM + M. The parameter space of metrics on 
M is a Banach manifold and acts on all covariant tensor bundles by pull-back. 
For I> 2 let M,Yr be the Lf_,-Sobolev completion of the space of all irre- 
ducible connections and s* the L$completion of the group of gauge transforma- 
tions. Then g1 is a Lie group which acts smoothly on the space dill. We would 
like to change [8, Ch. 31 into the version of the G-equivariance. 
Now fix a G-invariant metric g on M. Let P, = i<l + * ) be the projection from 
the space of 2-forms 0’ onto the space 0: of the self-dual 2-forms with respect 
to g. 
Define H: &tT_, x C + fitcad El,_, by 
H(D, 4) = P+4-‘*F,. 
Then H(D, 4) = 0 if and only if Fo is anti-self-dual with respect to the 
pull-back metric 4*(g). For any h E G, H(h(D), h(4)) =P+h4-‘*F&l= 
hP+4-‘*Foh-’ = h[H(D, $)] since the metric g is G-invariant. 
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Theorem 3.1. The map His a G-equivariant smooth map and the zero set H-‘(O) is a 
smooth Banach manifold with G-action, where G acts diagonally. (Cf. [8, Theorem 
3.41.) 
For any h E G and g EZ?,, hgAg-‘h-’ = (hgh-‘XhAh-‘Xhg-‘h-l), we have 
Theorem 3.2. H-1(O)/5I CS?‘/?~/Y, X C is a G-manifold. (Cf. [8, Theorem 3.161, 
H-‘(0)/L?, is a manifold on which G acts.) 
Now consider the projection map n : H-‘(0)/Y/ - C to the parameter space of 
the metrics on M. Clearly this projection is a G-map. 
Theorem 3.3. r : H-‘(0)/g, -+ C is a Fredholm G-map. 
To see the local behavior of the G-action, we calculate the index at (D, 4) E 
H-‘(0)/k?, 4 E Cc. Write the differential 6H = 6, H + S,H. The tangent space at 
(D, 4)> 
%&-‘(0)/q 
= {(A, r) Efl’(ad E))_, @clSH(A, r) =O, D*A=O}. 
Here c is the Lie algebra bundle of the parameter space C of all metrics. 
&(A, r) =r, 
ker ST= ((A, r) Efl’(ad E)l_,@clG,H(A) =D*A=r=O}, 
Im ST= (S,H)-‘[Im 6,H]. 
Consider the fundamental elliptic complex: 
0 +@(ad E), %fl’(ad E)I_l xfi:(ad E),_* -+ 0. 
Since 6H,,,,, is onto, Im SnM has codimension dim H&. If D is not a 
G-invariant connection, then Hi,, and Im 6,H may not be G-spaces. However 
T+C is decomposed into Im 6~ $ H* as G-spaces because 6~ is a G-linear map 
where H* is isomorphic to H&,. Each of the kernels {ker &T(,(,,,, I h E G) is 
isomorphic to the first cohomology group HA,, because of the G-invariant metric 
4 and the action of G. 
Thus we complete Theorem 3.3 and we have a local G-splitting of the Fredholm 
map 7 : H- ‘(0)/Y + C as follows: 
Theorem 3.4. For any (D, 4) E H-‘(O)/5 and any 4 E C”: 
(i) Zf D is G-invariant, then the projection map 7 is locally splitted into 
dr + 4 : Td H- ‘(0)/29) = V @I H:, + T+C = W @ H * as G-spaces and G-maps, 
where V is isomorphic to the coimage of dr and W the image of dr. 
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(ii) If D is not G-invariant, then the projection map rr is locally splitted into as in 
(i) and the diagram 
commutes for each h E G <cf. [8, Lemma 4.71). 
4. 
We fix a G-invariant metric g on the manifold M. Let A* be the self-dual and 
anti-self-dual subspaces of the space A2(T “44) of 2-forms with respect to the 
metric g. There is a l-l correspondence between the conformal structures on M 
and the space of bundle maps p:A---+A+ with IIplI<l, where llp]l= 
sup, E ,,, I px I. For the given metric g there are first-order differential operators 
df : 0’ -+ Of, d- : 0’ -+ a-. For each conformal class p there is a distribution of 
subspaces r, = A-(p) in A2(T *M). If we compose with the projection from 
A+(p) to A+, to the direction A-(p), then the d+-operator relative to the new 
conformal structure is represented by 
This operator di has a canonical extension to the space of bundle-valued 
forms, namely diA : O’(ad El + O’(ad E) which is locally represented by d$ + 
A; =d+-pd-+A;, where the signs f on the heads are determined by the given 
metric g on M. In [6], Donaldson and Sullivan use this map d& to construct a 
right parametrix for d:; we will continue this argument in Section 6. 
5. 
Consider an SU(2)-vector bundle E, + S4 over the 4-sphere with instanton 
number c2(El) = 1. This bundle El is equivalent o the (- i)-spinor bundle on S4. 
As usual we perform connected sums (Ek -+ X)#((E, + S4) X G] by cut and 
past the small disjoint neighbourhood at each point of {gx I g E G] where x is a 
free point of G in X. Then the base space (X, G)#(S4 X G) is diffeomorphic to 
the original space (X, G) as G-spaces. 
However the total space (Ek, G)#(E, x G) is isomorphic to (E,,,,,, G) -+ 
(X, G) with its instanton number k + I G I. In this case the moduli space of 
anti-self-dual connections has its dimension dim &E,) + I G I(dim ACE,) + 
rankcad E)) = dim &(E,> + 8 I G I. 
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By connected sums (E, + S4> x G to the original bundle E, +X we have 
additional 8 I G I dimension anti-self-dual connection forms up to the group of 
gauge transformations, which will contribute to the image of dj : @(ad E) + 
@(ad El. 
6. 
We would like to make d& a surjection by a compact G-equivariant perturba- 
tion of the fixed G-invariant metric so that the projection rr is a submersion, that 
is to say, we will find a G-invariant metric 4 E Cc such that the derivative &r(,,,, 
is onto for each A in the moduli space M4* = ~~~(4). 
Let p : LIT+ 0: be a conformal structure on X. Then we may extend p to 
p @ id : @(ad E) + L?t(ad E). 
We consider the fundamental elliptic complex 
O-R”(ad E) Afl’(ad E) ” -fl:(ad E) -0 
dh / 
@(ad E) 
where pA is p Q id. 
(i) If the instanton number k is large enough and (A, g) E H-l(O>G, then in the 
above diagram the maps are G-maps between G-spaces. 
By the observation in Section 5 the image Im dj has enough G-representa- 
tions, in fact dj(Hd). We define a G-invariant conformal structure on X, 
pA:R?(ad E) +fi:(ad E), 
by pA : dj(Hj) + H: is a G-surjection and zero on the complement of d,(Hi). 
Lemma 6.1. (i) The perturbed metric p(g) of a G-invariant metric g by a G-map pA 
is G-invariant. 
(ii) dzCgjA = d; - pLA 0 dj is surjective as a G-map. 
Proof. The map pA is G-equivariant, its graph is a G-space. We have that p(g) is 
G-invariant. 
Let us consider the following diagram for each A E.& *, 
0’(ad E) = Im dA $ VCB Hd ” -1m d,@Hz=0t(ad E) 
Im d; @H!=R?(ad E) 
dim d&G, = dim Hi-dim H:=dim A%; +81Gl, 
dim Hl = dim ker( d; I ker d; ) . 
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The cohomology Hd is a G-space and di(Hi) = 0 and di(Hd) c Im di. For 
(+ E HA, di(a) # 0 because A is not flat. Since the restriction pcLA : dj(Hj) --) Hz 
is surjective as a G-map, d’I]LcCXA) is onto as a G-map. 
The derivative Srr at (A, p(g)>, 
is surjective as a G-map. q 
Theorem 6.2. For an open dense set of ck-class G-invariant metrics in CG, the 
G-invariant moduli space A@ of anti-self-dual connections is smooth except the 
reducible singularities. 
(ii) If k is large enough and (A, g) E H-‘(O) and g E Cc, and the isotropy 
subgroup GA of A is a proper subgroup of G, then the elliptic complex 
0 -L?‘(ad E) - dA LI’(ad E) dA’ -L?:(ad E) -0 
@(ad E) 
is not a G-complex, but is a GA-complex. 
(a) If we don’t consider the group G-action, we can always find a map 
pA : fl!(ad E) = Im di $ H!+ Im d; @HZ such that H:cpu,[Im dil. If we 
choose such a metric p.(g), then Hj = 0. 
Theorem 6.3. For an open dense set of ck-class metrics on M, the moduli space .& of 
anti-self-dual connections is smooth except the reducible singularities. 
(b) The above GA-elliptic complex is decomposed into GA-spaces: 
fl’(ad E) dA -1m d,@Im d;@Hi- d’ L!t(ad E) =Im d: @Hf 
fi?(ad E) =Im d; @H! 
By the argument of Section 5, the image Im di of the GA-linear map di has 
enough GA-representations since the group ring R(G,) is contained in R(G) and k 
large enough. Then we can choose a GA-map pA: @(ad E) -+ L!t(ad E) such 
that H:c Im(p, 0 d;). The map d,+(,,, = d: -u., 0 d; is a GA-map (may not be 
a G-map) and is a surjection. Thus the metric 4 = p(g) is GA-invariant. 
The derivative of the projection r at (A, 4), 
6T---. L4,~Pmcgw1(w~) + W) 
is onto as a GA-map. 
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(c) Again we consider the GA-elliptic complex, as in the case (b), 
0+0’(ad E) Ati’(ad E) ” -.Q:(ad E) -0 
@(ad E) 
This complex has a G,-splitting: 
O-Im d:@H,j- d’ Im d,@Im d,+*@H’ 
d A’ 
A -1m di @Hj+ -0 
We want to construct a G-linear map 
pCL,:R?(ad E) +n:(ad E) 
such that Hj+c Im(pA 0 d,). 
The space flt(ad E) is a G-space. However, Im di 61) HA+ is a GA-splitting. 
Since HA+ has a finite dimension and Hj+cC?t(ad E), there is a finite dimen- 
sional G-subspace W in flt(ad E) such that H~+c W, for example W= G(Hj+). 
Since k B 0 is large enough, we may consider a connected sum (Ek, --f 
M, GbNE, -+ S4) x G) = (E, -‘M, G) at some free point of G in M. 
Since cJE,) = k, dim Mk = dim _&, + 8 IG / where the moduh spaces are the 
spaces of anti-self-dual connections. If we follow the argument of [6], then we have 
dim H2(E,,> = dim H*(E,). 
There are anti-self-dual connections V,, . . . , 0, of E, which are concentrated on 
some component E, + S4 with energy approximately 87r2, and are almost flat on 
other E, + S4 such that 
(1) the total energy jo4 I F,, I 2 d vol + lM,04 1 F, I 2 d vol = ST* + 8(k - l)~‘, 
where D4 = S4 \ small disc, 
(2) the curvatures F,,, . . . , Fp, E Im d; c.@(ad El, 
(3) the set (h(F) I h E G, i = 1,. . . , 8) is G-invariant, and their curvatures 
{FhCa,, I h E G, i = 1,. . . , S} is also G-invariant, 
(4) the anti-self-dual curvature 2-forms (FhCo,, I h E G, i = 1,. . . ,8} c Im di. 
Let a G-map pA : @(ad E) + fl:(ad El be given as in Section 6, before 
Lemma 6.1. Since k is large enough, we may choose a G-subspace V in @(ad El 
as follows: if the G-subspace W = @:=,msWs is the decomposition of irreducible 
representations as a G-space, then let m = maxim, I s = 1,. . . , n} and perform the 
connected sum of the m-copies of [(E, ---) S4) x G] on the given bundle E + M at 
some G-free points in M. 
We choose a finite dimensional G-space I’ in Im di, containing the G-space of 
anti-self-dual curvatures obtained from the m-copies connected sums. 
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Then the G-representation space I/ dominates the G-representation space W, 
namely dim V> dim W as G-representation spaces, and we define a G-linear map 
pA:O”(ad E) = V@I/I+ W@ W’=n:(ad E) 
by pA(V) = W and p,JV ‘) = 0 as a G-map. 
Since H:+c W, the map 
dA+,+ =dA’ -uA 0 di :fi’(ad E) +n:(ad E) 
is onto and pcLA is a G-map. 
Let 4 =g(pA), then 4 E Cc is a G-invariant metric on M. 
Theorem 6.4. There is an open dense set in CG, A+ is a manifold in a neighbourhood 
of (A, 4) for large enough k = c,(E) > 8 I G I m. 
7. 
In the space Cc of invariant metrics on X there is an open dense set on which 
67r(,;, is onto. 
Since the surjection of 67 is an open condition, ST is onto in a neighbourhood 
of (D, 4) E H- ‘(0)/F. 
H-‘(0)/g is a paracompact Banach manifold. It is covered by countably many 
such open neighbourhoods. 
The space CG is a Banach submanifold of the Banach manifold C of the 
metrics on M. The countable intersections of open dense subsets of Cc are 
nonempty. Thus we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 7.1. Let an SU(2)-uector bundle E + M have a G-action if the instanton 
number k = c2( E) 2 8 I G I ,,, is large enough, then there is a G-invariant metric g on 
M such that for each g in the set the moduli space (g) is a smooth G-manifold 
except the reducible singularities. 
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